
Sashiko
Brioche Wrap

By Cate Carter-Evans
v  2.2

This fluffy, textured wrap features a stitch pattern inspired by traditional Japanese sashiko
embroidery. If you’ve done basic brioche before or you’re new to brioche but feeling
adventurous, this project is for you!

All increases and decreases happen in the same row on the front side of the work, so it’s
possible to work without the instructions after the first few repeats. The stitch pattern is
created with only one type of decrease and one type of increase, making it a manageable
project even if you’ve never done brioche increases or decreases before. 

This pattern includes a photo tutorial for the two-color i-cord cast on which creates a springy
dimensional edging. Two versions of the wrap are also included – one in Aran weight (please
see page 7), and one in Sport weight. 

The finished wrap can be worn in a number of ways. Turn back one edge to form a faux collar
featuring the color from the opposite side, wear it like a scarf, or wrap it around and add your
favorite shawl pin. The tapered corners give it a polished, elegant look no matter how you
wear it.

About this Pattern
Skill Level: Advanced Beginner / Intermediate.
Skills Needed: Basic knitting skills, brioche knits and purls (brk and brp), brioche increase and
decrease (brkyobrk and brRsldec), Judy’s Magic Cast-on, i-cord, and grafting / Kitchener stitch.
Finished Size – Sport Weight Version: 15 inches / 38 cm wide, 68 inches / 173 cm along each
edge, 83 inches / 210 cm total length.
Yarn – Sport Weight Version: MC - Infinite Twist Helix, 710 y / 240 g. Shown in Lilac. CC –
Infinite Twist Helix Superwash Double Gradient, 2 cakes, 300 y / 100 g each, 600 y / 200 g total.
Shown in Electric Ladyland.
Needles – Sport Weight Version: U.S. size 5 / 3.75 mm double-pointed needles plus circular
needle, 32 inch / 80 cm long, or any size yielding correct gauge.
Gauge – Sport Weight Version: 11 brioche ribs / 23 knit rows over 4 inches / 10 cm in two-color
sashiko brioche stitch pattern.
Notions: Yarn needle. Optional: eight markers (locking or ring type) to indicate stitch pattern
repeats, row counter to mark row repeats if desired.
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Abbreviations
Brk – Brioche knit; knit stitch together with its accompanying yarn-over.
Brp – Brioche purl; purl stitch together with its accompanying yarn-over.
Brkyobrk – Brioche knit – yarn over – brioche knit. Brk, leave stitch on left-hand needle,
yarnover, then brk into the same stitch. Increases 2 sts.
BrRsldec – Right-leaning decrease involving 3 stitches. Slip 1st brioche stitch knitwise, knit
next stitch, pass slipped  stitch over, slip stitch to left-hand needle and pass the following
brioche stitch over, slip stitch back to right-hand needle.
CC – Contrast Color.
Dpn(s) – Double pointed needle(s).
K – Knit.
Kb – Knit back leg of stitch.
Kf – Knit front leg of stitch.
{Kf CC, kb MC} - Two-color kfb (knit front & back; increases 1 st), worked in CC and MC into the
front and back legs of one stitch. Knit front leg of stitch in CC, leave stitch on left-hand needle,
then knit back leg of stitch in MC. 
{Kf MC, yo CC, kb MC} - Worked as a kfb (knit front and back), with the addition of a yarn-over
worked in CC yarn between the kf and the kb to form a brioche stitch. Knit front leg of stitch in
MC, leave stitch on left-hand needle, make a yarn-over from back to front with CC, leaving CC
yarn at back of work, knit back leg of stitch in MC. 
MC – Main Color.
P – Purl.
Rem – Remain(s).
Slide work – Move work to the opposite end of circular needle. Puts working yarn in correct
position to work the same row in the next color.
Sl1yo – Slip one stitch while adding a yarn over. Slipped stitch and accompanying yarn-over
are considered one brioche stitch.
St(s) – stitch(es).
Yo – yarn over; wrap yarn around needle.

Schematic
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Slight color asymmetry: Bind off at the end of a brioche repeat near the end of your 2nd
gradient cake.
Slight pattern asymmetry: Bind off mid-repeat when you’re almost out of CC yarn.
Go for perfect color and pattern symmetry: Wind off a ball of CC yarn the size of a small
egg before you begin knitting. This mimics what will happen at the other end of your
yarn, i.e. you will stop knitting before you reach the end of the second cake. Bind off at
the nearest end of a brioche repeat when your remaining yarn ball is roughly the same
size as the one you’ve reserved. You can use the reserved yarn to finish up a few rows if
needed.

Yarn notes for the gradient version
It is very unlikely that the end of your wrap and the end of your yarn will align perfectly. You
have three options:

1.

2.
3.



1. Start with a tail of MC yarn at least 8 inches / 20 cm. Using two dpns and Judy’s Magic Cast-
on, cast 3 sts onto each dpn for a total of six sts.

2. Using a 3rd dpn and continuing with MC, rotate work 180 degrees to position working yarn
at the right edge of your work, and knit 1 row. 

Work 2 rows of i-cord, i.e. starting with MC at left edge of work, slip stitches to the opposite
end of your dpn, and without turning, k3. The yarn will be coming from the left, so you may
want to give it a gentle tug after the first stitch to keep the first stitch snug.

3. Hold the tail of MC together with 8 inches / 20 cm of CC, and make a slip knot close to the
work so your CC yarn is anchored. The i-cord you’ve just made with MC will become the
bottom corner of your wrap.
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Yarn notes for the gradient version (Con'd)

If you are using an Infinite Twist Double Gradient Kit or two CCs yarns that match exactly and
you wish to shorten your wrap, the best place to do that is in the middle. Work until you’ve
reached half your desired length. Block (or steam block) your work to ensure the length
doesn’t change dramatically when you block it after completion. Unwind the remaining CC
yarn from your 1st ball only. Hold the end of the working CC yarn with the corresponding end
of the 2nd CC ball, and wind the CC yarn double until you reach your work. Break both yarns at
the same point, and join 2nd CC ball.

Set up for Cast-On
Your MC yarn is used for the edging on all four sides of your wrap. The edging is faux i-cord on
the long sides (stockinette selvedge stitches that naturally curl up and look like i-cord) and
actual i-cord on the short sides where you cast on and bind off.

In this section, you’ll use Judy’s Magic Cast-on to set up two groups of stitches that will travel
in opposite directions. One set of 3 stitches will become your right side selvedge stitches, and
the other set will become the bottom edging of your wrap.



{Kf MC, yo CC, kb MC}: 

Worked as a kfb (knit front and back), with the addition of a yarn-over worked in CC yarn
between the kf and the kb to form a brioche stitch followed by a knit stitch. 

Work by knitting front leg of stitch in MC, leave stitch on left-hand needle, make a yarn-over
from back to front with CC, leaving CC yarn at back of work, and knit back leg of stitch in MC.
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Special Stitches for Two-Color i-cord Cast-on
Three dpns are used in this section. One dpn is holding the three i-cord
stitches from your cast on that have not been worked yet, and you’ll be using
two more to work the cast on. Two special stitches are used.

{kf CC, kb MC}: 

Two-color kfb (knit front & back;
increases 1 st), worked in CC and MC
into the front and back legs of one
stitch. Work by knitting front leg of
stitch in CC, leave stitch on left-hand
needle, then knit back leg of stitch in
MC.

Two-Color i-cord Cast-on
Row 1: {Kf CC, kb MC}, k2 MC. Leaving yarn at left edge of work, slip leftmost three sts back to
the left hand needle. Do not turn.

Row 2: {Kf MC, yo CC, kb MC}, k2 MC. Slip leftmost three sts to
the left hand needle. Do not turn. 

You’ll work Rows 1 and 2 a total of 49 times, transferring
completed cast-on stitches to the right-hand dpn holding your
selvedge stitches as you work. 

You can tick off each repeat on the grid on the right.



Counting from the right edge, you should now have 3 MC selvedge sts followed by 98 body sts
divided by markers into seven sections of 14 sts each, and 3 sts yet-to-be-worked on left-hand
needle.

Work the remaining 3 MC stitches as i-cord in MC for 2 rows (these rows form the bottom left
corner of your edging), and slip the just-worked sts onto circular needle. Turn work.

Note: 

The body stitches alternate between knit stitches in CC and brioche stitches comprised of a
knit stitch in MC with an accompanying yarn-over in CC. Take care when counting stitches –
it’s easy to mistake a brioche stitch with its yarn-over for two stitches. It is normal for your
project to look like a hot mess at this point, and for the next few rows. It will resolve itself into
gorgeous brioche in short order.
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Two-Color i-cord Cast-on (Con'd)

When you have 15 or more stitches on your right-hand dpn (not counting
the 3 MC sts on your left-hand dpn involved in the cast on), add a marker
after the 14th stitch. Transfer sts from the dpn to your circular needle as
desired, continuing to add markers every 14 sts. Leave CC yarn at the back
of the work. 

Brioche Setup Rows 

Setup Row 1 - MC: P3, [sl1yo, brk], repeat bracketed section until 3 (selvedge) st rem, p3. Slide
work to opposite end of circular needle to get yarn in correct position to work next row.
Setup Row 2 - CC: Sl3 pwise, [brp, sl1yo], repeat bracketed section until 3 st rem. Drop yarn at
front of work, sl3 pwise, and turn.
Setup Row 3 - MC: K3, [brp, sl1yo], repeat bracketed section until 3 st rem, k3, and slide work.
Begin Sashiko pattern, either following chart below or written instructions on the following
page.

Sashiko Chart
Selvedge stitches are not
shown on the chart. They are
worked in stockinette (knit on
the right side, purl on the
wrong side) in MC.

Key



Sashiko Stitch Pattern
Row 1 - CC: Sl3, [sl1yo, brkyobrk, (sl1yo, brk) 4 times, sl1yo, brRsldec], repeat [ ]
until 3 sts rem, sl, turn. 
Row 2 - MC: P3, [(sl1yo, brk) 5 times, sl1yo, k1, sl1yo, brk] repeat [ ] until 3 sts
rem, p3, slide work. The stitch you k1 is the yo from the brkyobrk from the
previous row. It has no accompanying yo, or it would be a brk.
Row 3 - CC: Sl 3, [brp, sl1yo], repeat [ ] until 3 sts rem, sl 3, and turn.
Row 4 - MC: K3, [brp, sl1yo], repeat [ ] until 3 st rem, k3, and slide work.
Row 5 - CC: Sl3, [sl1yo, brk, sl1yo, brkyobrk, (sl1yo, brk) 3 times, sl1yo, brRsldec]. Repeat [ ] until 3
sts rem, sl3, turn. 
Row 6 - MC: P3, [sl1yo, brk] 4 times, sl1yo, k1, (sl1yo, brk) twice. repeat [ ] until 3 sts rem, p3, slide
work. 
Rows 7 - 8: Work as rows 3 – 4.
Row 9 - CC: Sl3, [(sl1yo, brk) twice, sl1yo, brkyobrk, (sl1yo, brk) twice, sl1yo, brRsldec]. Repeat [ ]
until 3 sts rem, sl3 sts, turn. 
Row 10 - MC: P3, [(sl1yo, brk) 3 times, sl1yo, k1, (sl1yo, brk) 3 times, repeat [ ] until 3 sts rem, p3,
slide work. 
Rows 11 – 12: Work as rows 3 – 4.
Row 13 - CC: Sl3, [(sl1yo, brk) 3 times, sl1yo, brkyobrk, sl1yo, brk, sl1yo,  brRsldec]. Repeat [ ] until
3 sts rem, sl3, turn.
Row 14 - MC: P3, [(sl1yo, brk) twice, sl1yo, k1, (sl1yo, brk) 4 times, repeat [ ] until 3 sts rem, p3,
slide work. 
Rows 15 – 16: Work as rows 3 – 4.
Row 17 - CC: Sl3, [(sl1yo, brk) 4 times, sl1yo, brkyobrk, sl1yo, brRsldec]. Repeat [ ] until 3 sts
rem, sl3 sts, turn.
Row 18 - MC: P3, [sl1yo, brk, sl1yo, k1, (sl1yo, brk) 5 times] repeat [ ] until 3 sts rem, p3, slide work. 
Rows 19 – 20: Work as rows 3 – 4.

Repeat rows 1 – 20 32 more times, ending with a row 18. Break CC.
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Binding off
MC yarn should be on right edge of work.
Using MC and dpns, k3. Slip 3 just-worked sts
to left hand needle. Work 2 more rows as i-
cord (these rows form the upper right corner
of your edging). Sl 3 just-worked sts to left-
hand needle.

Continuing with MC, bind off body stitches. k2,
sl1 as if to knit (across your 3 selvedge stitches),
k1 or brk (depending on which type of body
stitch is next on your circular needle), psso. Sl 3
sts back to left-hand needle. Repeat until all
body stitches are bound off and 3 MC selvedge
sts remain on
your circular needle.

Work 1 row of i-cord to form the upper left
corner of your edging. Graft the remaining 3
live sts with the 3 left side selvedge stitches
using the Kitchener stitch.

Finishing
Weave in ends with a yarn needle. Soak
your finished wrap in body temperature
water and mild detergent for 5 minutes.
Remove excess water with a towel or
salad spinner, and block to desired
dimensions.



Yarn: MC - Infinite Twist Umbra, 400 y; CC -
Market Cashmere blend, 400 y.

Needles: U.S. size 6 / 4.5 mm double-
pointed needles, and U.S. size 6 / 4.0 mm
circular, 26 - 32 inch / 60 - 80 cm long, or
any size yielding correct gauge.

Gauge: 14 stitches / 16 knit rows over 4
inches / 10 cm in sashiko stitch pattern.

Notions: Yarn needle; six markers (locking
or ring type) to indicate stitch pattern
repeats, Row counter to mark row repeats
if desired.

Instructions
The instructions are the same as for the sport-weight
version, but you’ll cast on fewer stitches. 

Work Rows 1 and 2 of the i-cord cast-on a total of 35 times.
You can tick off each repeat on the grid on the right. 

When you’ve completed your cast-on, you should have 3
MC selvedge sts followed by 70 body sts divided by
markers into five sections of 14 sts each, and 3 sts yet-to-
be-worked on left-hand needle. 

Aran-Weight Version

Finished Size: 15 inches / 38 cm wide, 54 inches / 137 cm along each edge,
66 inches / 168 cm total length.

Schematic
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Work the remaining 3 MC stitches as i-cord in MC for 2 rows (these rows form the bottom left
corner of your edging), and slip the just-worked sts onto your circular needle. Turn work.

Work the brioche set-up rows. Work the Sashiko stitch pattern a total of 17 times, working
either from the chart or from the written instructions, ending with a row 18. Break CC and bind
off per the directions for the sport-weight version.


